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Abstract: The paper reports on work recently carried out to integrate the ASEA IRE 6 industrial robot
motion with camera BaxaJI CD9752 vision system. The development of the software includes the
synchronization of the robot arm, detection of an object on test table and the operation of the robot arm
to pick up the object on the test table. In evaluating the experiment, 7 random points are being selected
in the active canlera area to determine the difference between Ole actual location ofthe end-~ffeclorand
the calculated calculation using two methods i.e. Ole trigonometric solutions and tbe Denavit
Hartenberg (DR) parameters. In so doing, both the concepts of forward and inverse kinematics are
demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

The use of the robot vision is becomi.ng very important in the industries. The employment of the
industrial robot with a robot vision has provided industries with the flexibility to operate robots from a
distance without worrying abou! the hazards that may occur due to being close to their operation.
Besides that Ole implementation of the robot also improves the efficiency of the production line,
enabling maximization of both productivity and product quality.

The main objective in this paper is to integrate the camera vision with the ASEA IRE-I) industrial
robot. The robot should move according to the location defined in the camera imaged disp:layed in the
supervising computer. Tn ordcr to achieve this objective a camera is mounted vertically above the test
table at a certain height to capture the image on the test table. The software used to control the robot
and to display the image of the camera is Visual Basic 6.0. To integrate the camera image and the
motion of Ole robot arm, the camera should be calibrated to find the relationship between the
coordinates in pixels of the camera and the coordinates of end effector of the robot arm with respect to
the axis origin of the robot. The test table should also be fixed at certain location so that the integration
of the camera image and the robot coordinates is not affected.

The second objective is to make the robot ann to pick-up object detected by the camera image and
relocates it to a specified location on another test table. To pick-up tlle object the robot arm usually
must have a gripper, but for Oli's paper the gripper is being substituted with an electromagnet that can
pick-up any metal object of weight approximately IOOg max. A suitable command is needed inside the
programming language to cont.rol Ole operation of the electromagnet. The object also mm:t be placed
very close to the electromagnet so that the magnetic force is sufficient to attract the metal object when
the magnet is on.

MATERlALS AND METHODS

Equipment.l· Description

The equipments used in implementing the integration of robot motion and vision for ASEA IRB 6
industrial robot consist of ASEA IRE 6 industrial robot, magnetic coil, indicator, ASEA control unit,
supervising computer and a camera (See Figure l).
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